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Neutron scattering experiments of the nematic phase of deuterated

para-azoxyanisole (PAA) [11,16,18,19] shov three broad peaks centred about

scattering wave vectors k = 1,8 A , 3 . O A ~ , 5 . 7 A ~ . Several authors

have attempted to explain this particular pattern [3ill,17,2O], These

authors resort to the mean-field theory of Maier and Saupe tl3].

Luckhurst et al. [8,12] have improved it by adding more terms and by using

two adjustable parameters X and in. But these theories ignore the short-

range interactions.

Reliable models for molecular fluids at equilibrium have recently

been developed [2,T,10]. We shall keep this framework to explain the

particular scattering pattern of the nematic phase and to obtain information

about the orientiational structure of this phase.

In Sec.II we derive the expression of the scattering structure of

nematic liquid crystals. In Sec.Ill we discuss this model.

ABSTRACT

A theory of the nematic phase of liquid crystals is presented, taking

explicit account of the geometry of the molecule. The three broad peaks

of the neutron scattering structure factor are explained. Expressions of the

order parameters ^ F ; J T % a r e given and they can be extracted by comparison

with scattering experiments.
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II. THE STRUCTURE FACTOR

Egelstaff et al. [5] have derived an expression for the neutron

scattering structure factor S(k) of molecular fluids:

where Y> is the coherent scattering amplitude of atom a, m is the number

of atoms per molecule and S (k) is the s i t e - s i t e structure factor which

is defined as

S
(2}
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where ^ ^ denotes an equilibrium ensemble average, B is the number

of molecules in the system.
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R..
L. (3)

is the position vector of the origin of the molecule-fixed co-ordinate

system of molecule i . is the position vector of atom a of molecule i

andrelative to the molecule-fixed co-ordinate system. Let q?Y = 1? - lT

li^ I = <1|Y . The first term on the right-hand side of (2) represents the

intramolecular correlation and the second one the intermolecular correlation.

In isotropic fluids, the intramolecular structure factor is given

(M

where a± is the set of Euler angles (a . , 6 ^ 6 i) for a molecule i with

respect to a molecule-fixed co-ordinate system. Q = UTT if the molecule i s

linear and f) = Sir if the molecule is non-linear. And (H-l) <^exp{ik• (r°-rY)}">
>» ~ ^1 ~-J ' i

is given by

From (!*) and (6) i t follows

(T)

and

C ft
because of the orthogonality of the Legendre polynomials PT{cos8) PT,(cos8)

sine de = 0, L1 * L .

Now let us consider the nematic phase. Sears, De Gennes and Pynn have

given the expression for the intramolecular correlation [3,11,17,20]:

Z L

(8)

where p

(5)

is the number density of the system, g (r) is the site-site pair

distribution function. Reliable models for g (r) have been derived [2,7,10]

for given p, T the temperature, u (r) the site-site pair potentials and

the geometry of the rigid molecule (the geometry of the molecule is described

by the orientations and the amplitudes of all the intramolecular vectors q?Y)-

The Rayleigh expansion of expQjc-q?^} follows 11,1*1:

where JLCx) i s the spherical Bessel function of order L, P. (x) is the

Legendre polynomial of order L. 6.
V

denotes the angle of the vector
relative to the scattering wave vector k.
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8. is the angle between the scattering wave vector k and the nematic preferred

axis. 6 ay is the angle of the intramolecular vector ^ and the molecular

long axis'. Sj is the angle of the nematic axis and the molecular long axis

of a molecule i. JOT (is. q?
T) P_.(cos 6 ~ Y) describes the intramolecular

Si / v

geometry, P2_(cos9 ) describes the scattering geometry and ^ P g (cosB. ) ^

is the orientational order parameter. These authors also obtained for the

intermolecular correlation a complicated expression and were not able to

produce a tractable theory for this term although a certain number of

simplifications were suggested.

But we already have a theory using site-site pair distribution

functions for computing the intermolecular term so we shall keep this formalism

for the nematic phase. (This theory has been able to predict accurately

the structure factor of a molecule such as the liquid benzene which is a

molecule close to the molecules having liquid crystal phases>)

How we need a theory for caculating ^P,,L(cos fî ) N . We assume

that long rigid molecules as PAA. can flip around the nematic axis such that



(9)

S being the maximum angle between the nematic axis and the molecular long

axis. This is a normalized average, and the /p^.fcosS )\ are then simple

functions of this angle 6Q, 0 < 9. < n . When eQ = n it is the perfect

isotropy case; and in the case of parallel alignment, B. = 0

= 0.

and al l the

From Ref.6 ve obtain for

— •\

(10)

where Pn(x) is the associated Legendre function, m and n are integers

and

if- fa*. ( §S

<
1<XA«- |

(11)

^P. J and ^Pg*^ take negative values, for part of the range of 6- in

agreement with Raman experiments where negative values for ^P^ ^ have been

found and this phenomenon was yet to be explained [9,1't].

Therefore for this model the si te-si te structure factor

follows:

S (k)

-* 3
/ (12)

The observed quantity S(!i) is a normalized aumsnatiori on all -he s i t e - s i t e

structure factors S (k). This will eventually broaden the peaks because in

such molecules there is quite a lot af atoms (PAA molecule has 33 atoms).
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III. DISCUSSION

We have presented in this paper a theory for the nematic phase of

liquid crystals. The intermolecular contribution to the neutron scattering

struetrue factor is described by standard molecular fluid theories [2,7,10].

The intramolecular contribution is given in function of a parameter 6Q

which is the maximum angle between the nematic axis and the molecular long

axis, with 15° < 6Q < 55° • Explicit expressions for the ^ P 2 L ^
 a r e ̂ iven.

f(B^) the statistical distribution function is chosen to be a step function:

the cut-off being at 8 . The main idea in this model is that the anisotropy

is merely due to steric repulsion and this is expressed by the cut-off of

fie^^) at eQ (see figure caption). One may choose for ftB,) a second

approxinant:

=r O 0O

(13)

which yields for the first three

These two approximants lead to (P^^ and ^P/-""? vhich take negative

values for* part of the range of 6_, in agreement with experimental

-^Pj^ from Raman measurements [9.11*]. Therefore we claim that our theory

for the vP2L^ i s c o r r e e t • BDA opposed to the mean-field theory of Haler and

Saupe [13] which neglects short-range interactions and which is unable to

explain negative values of /P j , "^ f°T part of the nenatlc range.

Calculation and neutron scattering measurements on liquid
0—1 °—1

benzene [2,10,15] show three rather sharp peaks at k = 1.8 A , 3.0 A and

5.7 A~ . The anisotropic intramolecular contribution calculated for PAA by

Pynn et a l . [ l l ] in the formalism of the Maier-,"aupe theory yields broad

peaks at k = 3.0 A and 5.7 A . We hope that calculations uaing the theory

outlined in this paper on a molecule like PAA will confirm our expectations.
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FIGURE CAPTION

Fig.l f(9) i s the s t a t i s t i c a l distribution for nematic liquid

crystals ; our f i rs t approximant;

— — — — — — — our second approximant;

^ ^ ^ — — — Maier-Saupe theory.
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